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Modern in line up-to-the-minute in construction ... as comfortable as 
Grandma's old rocker. That's the aim of the new modified modern furniture. 
This suite hoasts moss and cotton filling, spring edges and reversible spring- 
filled cushions and is covered in fine rust friezette with harmonizing 
leather-topped arms and contrasting welts. 

$9 Delivers It! Balance Monthly! 
(Fourth Floor, The Hecht Co.) 

2 Pieces-Combining Friezette Leather » 

50-inch Hand-Blocked Imported 
Russian Linen for Upholsteries 
Rarely if ever do you see a pure linen fabric 
at a price like this and you have a choice 
of two effective hand-blocked designs that will 
make stunning slip-covers or draperies. Both 
are all-over designs, less likely to oil quickly. 

Custom-made Slip Covers of the 79c Imported Linen, 
box pleated all around, 2 pes$26.95; 3 pes., $34.95 

(Sixth Floor. The Hecht Co.) 
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Ruffled Curtains 49 ins. wide 
and a full 2Vfe yards long! 
Fine cushion-dot. pin-dot and French marquisette 
curtains, so wide that one pair will do for 2 windows! I # / 
With 7-inch cut ruffles, 18-inch tie backs with bone ring», ■ 

so you won't have to resort to thumb tacks. White, I ΡΓ· 
cream or e<ru. | 

Modern Butt Walnut Bed Room-4 
Note the beautifully reeded posts, unique large mir- 
rors and calalin hardware that looks like onyx. Then 
check up on the plentiful supply of drawer space and 
you'll admit it's as useable as it is distinctive. 

$9 Delivers It! Balance Monthly! 
(Seventh Floor. The Hecht Co.) 

This Modern 6-Piece Dinette Suite 
Rosewood and maple veneers with effective black tmm mm 

trimming, achieves the modern look. But the 32*44 M ^ 
inch table has an 18-inch concealed leaf and the buf- JI · 

* 

fet is especially roomy. Complete with 6 stretcher- 
braced chairs upholstered in rust chenille. 

$9 Delivers It! Balance Monthly! 
(Seventh Floor. Th· Hecht Co.) 
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(Sixth Floor, The Hecht Co.) 

"Hold-Tite" Slip Covers of 
Homespun with Brush Fringe 

ΛΙ 

Ready-made "Hold-tite" covers that never wrinkle a* 

or elip .. thanks to the strap underneath that you β ."D 
buckle across the frame of the chair. Box-pleated Jtm 
on 3 sides. For 76 to 84 inch divans (with straight Divans 
or Τ cushions) and 6 styles of chairs. Blue, rust or *5.95 

(Sixth Floor, Thé Hecht Co.) 
green. 
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Buy them at the prices advertised, plus small carrying charge, if purchased on our Budget Plan! I 
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